Celebrate!
A cook book
featuring unique
catering ideas
that are sure to
impress guests
young and old

An invitation
to collaborate
with my brand
new cook book
due to be released
in 2022

I would love
you to be part
of my new
cookbook.
“Celebrate” will feature recipes and
ideas for catering to small and large
gatherings, from children’s birthdays
parties, to five course degsutation
experiences.
The cook book will be a must have for
anyone that enjoys entertaining in their
home.

If the events of the last few years have
taught us anything, its a need to enjoy
life and celebrate when we can, any
excuse. This book idea started with a
need to share all my special christmas
recipes and planning with all who ask. It
has expanded to include ideas for family
BBQs, childrens parties and simple
weeknd get togethers, as well fancy
dinner party ideas.
As a self published author, I have
discovered the perfect ‘recipe’ for a
book - offering affordable sponsorship
options for like minded businesses.
Sponsorship not only helps with the
printing and production costs - which
would be cost prohibitive otherwise, it
also helps distribute the books quicker
when many people are involved with the
advertising. A win win situation!

Let me
introduce
myself
I am a multi award winning cookbook
author, qualified chef, qualified
photographer and experienced stylist. I
have become a respected authority on
good food in Tasmania and as such, I
have been an Australian International
Olive Awards Associate Judge, Chief
Judge of The Hobart Fine Food Awards,
and member of the Bream Creek
Farmers Market committee.

I am the owner and chef at Little Norfolk
Bay Events and Chalets on the gorgeous
Tasman Peninsula. I regularly cook
for guests, and host cooking retreats,
workshops, events and indulgence
weekends.
I am passionate about cooking and
education about good food, and believe
cooking and enjoying food is the key to
good health.
My passion for creating cookbooks
centres around my belief that cooking
is easy for everyone and is a much
more affordable and healthy way to eat.
Always starting with excellent quality
ingredients and not to be fooled by the
fast and packaged food industry that try
to convince you that cooking is hard it’s not!!

Why Invest?
•

To advertise your business or product.

•

To be a part of a beautiful Tasmanian publication with a full-page colour photo of your recipe or product. It is
always exciting to see your own recipes and products printed in a beautiful cookbook!

•

To receive some professional photos of your product that you can also use on social media and websites or
other advertising

•

To receive a stack of the books to sell or gift, and the opportunity to purchase and sell more copies for profit.

•

To help encourage people cook with beautiful Tasmanian produce in the home kitchen for weeknight meals
and special occasions.

•

To familiarise people with products they may not normally cook.

•

To give Eloise the opportunity to do what she loves doing: cook, style and photograph beautiful food while
educating that cooking is not hard, expensive or time consuming.

The Investment Opportunity
COST $500 (plus your product for photos)
For your investment, you will receive:
•

Full colour photo of your recipe, or a recipe with your product, developed by Eloise or yourself. *Eloise charges
her clients 3 hours work ($240) to create, test, style, cook, photograph a new recipe, this is INCLUDED in your
investment!

•

After the book has been published and distributed you can use the photos and recipes of your products
wherever you need for your own advertising and website.

•

1/8-page advertisement in the back pages of the book.

•

20 copies of the printed book (RRP $38 value $720 - delivered to you).

•

Opportunity to purchase additional copies of the book for $19 copy until stock runs out.

YES, THIS IS AMAZING VALUE FOR MONEY!
If you would like to feature your product multiple times, you can take more than one investment spot. For example:
•

2 opportunities will be $1000 and you get 2 recipes in the book, a 1⁄4 page advertisement at the back of the
book and 40 books (RRP$1520).

•

4 opportunities will be $2000 and you get 4 recipes in the book, half page advertisement at the back of the book
and 80 books (RRP of $3040).

TIME LINE
•

Commitment to participate to be sent by 31 January 2022 in writing via email.

•

Recipe or product to Eloise to develop the recipe, ASAP.

•

Invoices to be paid before photography and recipe development commences.

•

Advertisements to be supplied by 31 March 2022.

Please note: The publication of these book will only proceed if there are sufficient opportunities sold. Please do not
send payment until you are invoiced.

Testimonial
I was so thrilled to see our award winning products
of saffron and lavender featured in Eloise’s cook
book, the Tasmanian Pantry 2, let alone some of
my ceramics! The sponsorship of the cookbook
was quickly paid back by the quick sales of the
cookbooks at our farm gate shop. I have already
placed another order for more cookbooks. I grow
some relatively obscure products, and people are
always asking me how to cook with them, and now
I can quickly whip out the cookbook to the pages
featuring our products. I have the pages marked at
our farmgate shop so people can page through it
when they visit. The cookbook is beautifully styled,
and photographed with delicious recipes. It holds
a place of pride in our farm gate shop and when
I attend markets. It makes a beautiful value add
package with our farm produce too, to make a
lovely Tasmanian gift!
It will be a keepsake in our farm kitchen for life!
Lisa Britzman
Campo de Flori
Glen Huon, Tasmania

Thank you...
for taking your time to consider this Prospectus.
If you think that being involved in this new cook
book sounds attractive, please contact me on the
below contact details.
I look forward to working with you.
Kind Regards,
Eloise Emmett

t: 0416 220 505 | e: info@eloiseemmett.com
5927 Arthur Hwy Taranna 7180
www.eloiseemmett.com

